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SETTING

EARLY HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
This  alternate  Earth  is  generally  very  cold;  despite  considerable  volcanic  activity  (driven  by  natural  

radioactivity), most of the surface is iced over. The atmosphere would freeze out if not for volcanic recycling. An 
equatorial crater was made about a hundred million years ago by a highly-magical object; a small volcano broke 
though in the center, and with extensive geothermal warming in the crater, the magic has helped bring life from other  
Earths.

The background radiation dose is about 75 rads per year, about three times that of our Earth.

The volcano in the center was named Wananakuruhi(a slang-y phrase, loosely translated as "soon to tremble")  
by the first sentient settlers. It goes through phases of high and very high activity, though earthquakes and steam 
venting is much more common than actual eruption.

East of Mount Wananakuruhi is a large lake with a trio of islands, where Jatairu Han settled 272 years ago. 
They also run the lake to the south of there, where the Wakhau river empties, as a natural paradise.

West of Mount Wananakuruhi is a thick forest, where the Howpen settled 213 years ago, building up a hill and 
naming it Tor Howpen.

North of Mount Wananakuruhi is a light forest, where the Five Tribes settled 141 years ago; their shamans are 
kept busy getting the larger predators to stay away.

South of Mount Wananakuruhi is a desert, and the actual heart of the geothermal heating. Khemeberit carved 
the Wakhau river through here and settled 92 years ago.

Away from Mount Wananakuruhi, the land is mostly plains, with some hills, light forests, and small lakes. This  
larger part of the crater valley is dinosaur territory. Out on the inner face of the rim, various "giant wing" dinosaurs  
nest as if on cliffs.

CIVILIZATION
Each group has about a million inhabitants.

KHEMEBERIT

PEOPLE

The people are "utchat children" or just "utchat", feline humanoids; common fur colorations include black,  
tawny, black with tawny stripes, and black with red stripes. Albinos have pure white fur. There is no separate head  
hair. The average height is 5'10", and the average weight is 100 pounds.



Pharaoh Sefukanika is an utchat with falcon wings behind her shoulders. Her fur and feathers are black with 
white stripes. She has powers appropriate to a weaponized deity; she doesn't need to sleep, she has the strength of  
thirty men, etc.

Births are ¾ female. Sexual orientation is open. If two females marry, usually at least one of them becomes a 
Chosen Of Bast, allowing her to impregnate(without affecting her ability to bear). The children of a Chosen Of Bast  
will be utchat, but that's why everybody's utchat now. There is no equivalent male option.

UTCHAT(23)
+1 DX(20), +1 Per(5), Catfall(10), Sharp Claws(Switchable(+10%), 6), Curiosity(SC: 6(×2), -10), Night Vision: 

5(5), Silence: 1(5), Skinny(No Skill Penalties(-40%), No HT Cap(-0%), -3), Sleepy: 2/3(-16), Sharp Teeth(1), Perk: 
Fur(1), Quirk: Congenial(-1)

LANGUAGE

Egyptian is spoken throughout Khemeberit. This is specifically Middle Egyptian; the departure was almost a 
thousand years before Demotic appeared in our history, and a bit over two thousand years before Coptic.

FEMALE NAMES

Akana("bowl", "vessel"), Amisi("flower"), Bahiti("fortune"), Banafrit("beautiful soul"), Djeserit("holy woman"), 
Ebio("honey"),  Ekibe("bosom  of  a  woman"),  Emuishere("kitten"),  Fukayna("intelligent"),  Halima("gentle"), 
Harere("flower"), Haqikah("honest"), Hasina("good"), Irisi("fashioned by Isis"), Jendayi("thankful"), Kanika("black"), 
Mandisa("sweet"),  Masika("born  during  rain"),  Meskhenet("destiny"),  Miw-Sher("kitten"),  Monifa("lucky"), 
Mukarramma("revered"), Muminah("pious"), Nabirye("mother of twins"), Naeemah("benevolent"), Nafretiri("beautiful 
creation"), Nafretiti("I arrive with beauty"), Nafrini("she brings beauty"), Nailah("successful"), Nathifa("pure"), Nebibit  
or  Nebit("leopard"),  Neema("born  to  wealthy  parents"),  Nefertari("the  most  beautiful"),  Netikerty("she  who  is  
excellent"),  Nourbese("wonderful"),  Nubiti  or  Nubit("golden  lady"),  Olabisi("brings  joy"),  Olufemi("beloved  of  the 
gods"),  Oseye("happy"),  Paniwi("the  bringer"),  Quibilah("peaceful"),  Rabiah("born  during  the  spring"), 
Rashida("righteous"),  Raziya("agreeable"),  Rehema("compassionate"),  Sagira("little  one"),  Salama("peaceful"), 
Salidji("fruit  tree"),  Salihah("agreeable"),  Sanura("kitten"),  Seshafi("angry  woman"),  Shai-Nefer("good  luck"), 
Shamise("first  born"),  Shashaiti  or  Shashai("necklace"),  Shemei("desire"),  Sheriti("little  girl",  "maiden"), 
Shukura("grateful"),  Subira("patient"),  Tabia("talented"),  Tahirah("pristine"),  Tameri("my  beloved  land"(Egypt)), 
Tanafriti("she  of  the  beautiful  land"),  Theoris("great"),  Umayma("little  mother"),  Walidah("newly  born"), 
Woserit("mighty woman"), Zalika("well-born"), Zesiro("twin")

MALE NAMES

Akiiki("friendly"),  Ashai("abundant"),  Azibo("earth"),  Azizi("precious"),  Babafemi("loved  by  his  father"), 
Bakari("noble  oath"),  Baraka("blessing",  "gift"),  Baruti("teacher"),  Benipe("iron"),  Bomani("warrior"),  Buikhu("the 
best"),  Chenzira("born  on  a  journey"),  Chibale("kinsman"),  Chigaru("hound"),  Chisisi("secret"),  Dakarai("happy"), 
Fenuku("born late"),  Funsani("a  request"),  Gahiji("hunter"),  Hamadi("praised"),  Hasani("handsome"),  Iabi("weak"), 
Ialu("field  of  dreams"),  Idogbe("brother  of  twins"),  Jabari("brave"),  Jafari("creek"),  Jumoke("loved  by  all"), 
Kahotep("peaceful  essence"),  Kambythet("handsome  king"),  Kamenwati("dark  rebel"),  Kaphiri("hill"),  Karawan(an 
expression used to avert the evil eye, transferred to forename use), Kasiya("departs"), Kemnebi("black panther"),  
Khalfani("shall  rule"),  Lisimba("lion"),  Luzige("locust"),  Maskini("poor"),  Matsimela("root"),  Mbizi("water"), 
Menetnashte("power"),  Mhotep("peace"),  Mkhai("fight"),  Mosegi("tailor"),  Mshai("traveler"),  Mudada("provider"), 
Mukhwana("twin"),  Nebibi  or  Nebi("panther"),  Nebtawi("lord  of  the  world"),  Ngozi("blessed"),  Nkosi("rules"), 
Nkrumah("born  ninth"),  Nkuku("rooster"),  Okpara("firstborn"),  Omari("high  born"),  Panahasi("the  barbarian"), 
Rashidi("wise"),  Rasui("dream"),  Remmao("rich  man"),  Runihura("destroyer"),  Sabola("pepper"),  Sadiki("faithful"), 
Sekani("laughs"),  Sinuhe("son  of  the  sycamore  tree"),  Sokkwi("little  fool"),  Sudi("lucky"),  Teremun("loved  by  his 
father"),  Tumaini("hope"),  Ubaid("faithful"),  Unika("shining"),  Wakhakwi("little  fool"),  Wakhashem("little  fool"), 
Wamukota("left-handed"), Yafeu("bold"), Zuberi("strong")

PLACES

THE IMPERIAL PALACE

THE IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF MAGIC

"RED" CRECHE



"GREEN" CRECHE

"BLUE" CRECHE

LAW

It's illegal to restrict any form of speech, but profiting from deception is considered theft.
Since very specific definitions of sexual/reproductive rights were developed to pass those of slaves on to their 

masters, the fact that indentures and freemen keep their own is also specifically-defined.
Youths are raised in creches until age 16. Combined with the fact that there is no divorce, most couples marry 

after their first child, and the average marriage age is 34.

SLAVERY & INDENTURE

Males who bully in creche are castrated and enslaved(called "taking the fight out of them"). The rare females 
who bully in creche are enslaved, but they aren't spayed. Slaves' bellies are branded. Indenture is also practiced, 
usually with a standard lifetime contract, but sometimes with a standard fixed-time contract, and occasionally with 
non-standard contracts. Slaves' sexual/reproductive rights are owned by their master, but indenture can't legally cover 
such rights - and neither can be hereditary. Indentures are considered more valuable than slaves, and generally 
required to stay naked(or at least bottomless) to show off their value.

MONEY

Pharaoh Sefukanika has introduced coinage, based on the deben. The deben has the symbol ð.
The cheapest coin is of bronze(a "bit", "copper", or just "deben"), and worth 1ð. These have `
A silver coin of roughly the same size(a "silver", "tor", or "falcon") is worth 10ð. 49 years ago, to celebrate the  

Falcon Accords, silvers were changed to have Ri Tressach Speirlingseach Ua Cullen's profile on the front and Tor 
Howpen on the back.

A smaller gold coin(a "gold", "crown", "triad", or "mark") is worth 100ð. These have Pharaoh Sefukanika's 
portrait on the front, and symbols of her parents on the back.

A platinum coin the size of a silver(a "plat", "", or "") is worth 1 000ð. These have `

HISTORY

SEFUKANIKA

The end began with a prophecy; it predicted Egypt laid low by an army Sekhmet and Bast could not stand 
before, severed from the gods, with the white boots of red devils walking its streets. The gods of order made a plan  
to interfere with this prophecy, centering around a new god: with the fierce combination Sekhmet-Bast as mother and 
the wise Horus as father, Sefukanika was born, and raised as a weapon. She had no portfolio, no way to subtly extend 
her perceptions over hundreds of miles, no ability to tap the devotions of mortals… but she was a true goddess of the  
battlefield,  a wise general  and superior  in combat to her  mothers.  After  a few hundred years she had reached 
adulthood, and the gods sent her to the material world, to grow accustomed to its battlefields and learn to love the  
Egypt she was to defend.

Sefukanika's presence also made the gods more immediate to the people of Egypt. While she grew very 
popular, she couldn't receive the people's devotions, so her parents grew rich in devotion - it was during this time that  
Bast's temples began to invest Chosen.

THE PROPHECY COMES TO PASS

Just over  250 years after Sefukanika's  arrival,  noone connected the wraiths to the prophecy. Their  initial  
incursions were cautious and diffuse, and Sefukanika struck down those that didn't retreat to the ethereal. But soon 
they learned to go ethereal faster and faster, and one night they struck in numbers, turning the people to wraiths and 
dissolving like sand before the warrior goddess. Her mothers and then the other gods arrived as reinforcements, and 
Thoth was somewhat effective(striking fastest), but ultimately this was an army that refused to be faced in battle. The 
gods themselves were immune due to their prodigious ka, and the Chosen Of Bast were somewhat resistant, and the  
utchat children were difficult for non-utchat wraiths to turn and vice versa, but the people died en masse.

It was Bast who sounded the retreat; each deity combined with as many people as they could "carry", and 
they fled to the spirit world. As the ethereal grew shallow, Sefukanika(who couldn't combine) cut down any wraiths 
that had followed them, and held that boundary until the spirit world could be detached from the material world. It  
drifted between the universes for six years before being found by the valley, with the ka of the mortals gradually 



weakening.
The gods can still see about their old temples, and they watched in sorrow as the last of their people were  

turned to wraiths, then the wraiths grew hungry and moved on. Now, the land is occupied by barbarians(caucasians,  
red by egyptian standards).

ARRIVAL

Arriving a mere 92 years ago, they found most of the valley occupied by sapients or dinosaurs. The material  
strength of most of the gods had been sapped by their appearance, and with few devoted they were recovering  
slowly, but Sefukanika was sustained by mere food and air. She was able to cut a notch in the rim to let the snow melt  
in, and carve a river before it that led through dinosaur lands, near habitation and back away to form a lake in the  
east, all on the arid southern side of Mount Wananakuruhi. They pronounced this irrigated desert Khemeberit, "new 
Egypt", and settled. The creche system was instituted to increase the population(a scant thousand had survived).  
Since the royal family had been part of the 99% of the population killed, Sefukanika was made pharaoh; as daughter 
of Horus, she had the necessary heritage, and she was still popular.

They were taking territory noone seemed to want, and which was easily defended, so they thought noone 
would mind. In fact, Jatairu Han loved the nearby lake, and has taken over managing it as a tourist spot. Their other  
new neighbor, Tor Howpen, didn't particularly care, but appreciates the new trade partner. The Five Tribes, however,  
consider  this  act grossly rude, even if  it  was done by gods, and continue to consider  Khemeberit  extravagantly 
unnatural.

CALENDAR

Egypt had traditionally used a dating system based on the current pharaoh; without seasons, they've kept it  
up by counting days, and the year is Sefukanika 92.

LINGUISTIC NOTES

Sefukanika means "black sword".
Khemeberit is constructed from Khemet and beri(which supposedly means "new").

JATAIRU HAN

PEOPLE

The people are "koiryuujin", carp dragon people. They're somewhat thinner than humans, with a prehensile 
tail branched into a "finger" and "thumb", five-clawed hands, and smooth scales. Their scales are always saturated, 
but can be of any hue. Their fierce-looking head mixes human, carp, and dragon features. Their ears are entirely  
incorporated into their horns, which are straight on females and undulate on males. They have hair, in a mane behind  
the head, which is tufted on males and more rounded on females. Both sexes have a "beard" of barbules, and a pair  
of longer barbules beside the nose.

Daimyou Jatairu Seigyoku is a full dragon, with striking silver-blue scales.

KOIRYUUJIN(26)
+1  IT(20),  -1  ST(-10),  +1  Per(5),  Amphibious(10),  Sharp  Claws(5),  Colorblindness(-10),  Discriminatory 

Smell(15),  Gills(10),  Prehensile  Tail:  Extra Arm(Short(-50%), 5),  Greed(SC: 12(×1),  -15),  Miserliness(SC: 12(×1), 
-10), Nictitating Membrane: 1(1), Sharp Teeth(1), Quirk: Attentive(-1), Feature: Oviparous(0)

LANGUAGE

The Japanese spoken in Jatairu Han is somewhat archaic, being from the middle Edo period.

MONEY

Jatairu money is based on the mon, but has become synchronized with the Khemeberit deben, with 1 mon = 
1ð.

The cheapest coin is of copper(a "rin", "copper", or just "mon"), and worth 1 mon. It has a square hole in the  
center, and the simple text "1 mon" on both sides.

A brass coin of similar size and shape(a "brass" or "dead") is worth 10 mon.
A small silver coin(a "fun") is worth 10 mon. It's rectangular with milled edges, and has the simple text "10 

mon".
An oblong brass coin(a "tempo") is worth 100 mon. It's the same width but twice the height of a dead and has 

a compatible hole, with the simple text "100 mon" above and below it.



A medium silver coin(a "momme") is worth 100 mon. Its shape is similar to that of a fun.
A small gold coin(a "shu") is worth 250 mon. Its shape is similar to that of a fun.
A large copper coin(a "kan") is worth 1 000 mon. Its shape is similar to that of a fun, but it reads "1 000 mon - 

He is skillful in attack whose opponent does not know what to defend/ He is skillful in defense whose opponent does  
not know what to attack.".

A medium gold coin(a "bu") is worth 1 000 mon. Its shape is similar to that of a fun.
A large gold coin(a "ryou") is worth 4 000 mon. Its shape is similar to that of a fun, but it reads "4 000 mon -  

Force the enemy to reveal himself/so as to find out his vulnerable spots.".

HISTORY

THE PROBLEM

Furuyuri Han was the most respected of the three dragon-led hans when the Emperor announced the creation 
of an air force, based on the new flight magic, in Genbun 5(kouki 2400). He wanted leaders with flight experience,  
and  would  make  two  of  the  dragon  daimyou  Migiyokuchou("right  wing  leader")  and  Hidariyokuchou("left  wing 
leader"). He intended that Furuyuri would be Migiyokuchou, and that one of Yamakage and Kokuudenkou would  
become Hidariyokuchou; however, Yamakage and Kokuudenkou were the two fiercest hans, and honor demanded of  
each that they be among the yokuchou. They were nearly matched, so one destroying the other was out of the  
question, so they conspired to remove Furuyuri.

THE SOLUTION

At first, their attacks were political, but the shrewd Furuyuri Midori defended well; their next attacks were 
economic, but the pragmatic Furuyuri Rimbana defended well; eventually, they struck against the household itself, the  
attack led by their proud new air units. The Emperor was dismayed at this callousness, but the dragons moved faster  
than he could. Daimyou Furuyuri  Rimbana and his wife Midori stood in defense with their own troops, but they  
transformed two hundred loyal non-warriors into part-dragons, and sent them with their daughter Furuyuri Seigyoku 
up the river, to cross through Wanshijieshan and take refuge in another world.

THE ARRIVAL

They arrived in the crater valley 272 years ago, by count of days. Seigyoku changed her family name to  
Jatairu("serpentine exile") to commemorate the shameful tragedy. They settled on the lake, as best suited their new 
nature, and set up rice paddies around the lake. The region has since grown into a han of approximately thirty  
thousand koku.

CALENDAR

Event-based years were mainly used in Edo Japan, with a second system of kouki years(since the founding of  
Japan in times of legend); lacking any contact with Japan, Jatairu Han continues the kouki system unbroken, making 
this kouki 2672.

LINGUISTIC NOTES

Seigyoku means "sapphire".

TOR HOWPEN
Iron Age Celts

PEOPLE

The people are "duine na speal" or just "speal", falcon people; they have wings(mainly decorative) behind 
their shoulders, taloned feet, and feathers over most of their body. Their heads are broad with a hooked beak, like  
that of a falcon. Their belly and adjacent areas are always white, but the remainder can be black, grey, flame-red, or  
black with grey or flame-red streaks.

The genders were fairly equal before, and after a dozen generations of oviparity, the differences have been 
reduced to linguistic relics.

The royal family, descended from Cullen Ballamaidhmóir, are sometimes described as "phoenix falcons"; they  
can make their eyes glow red at will, and can exhale fire. This natural fire magic can be trained, and they all learn to 
fly by wrapping their wings in magical fire. The current Ri is Fionuir Sciathbrisóir Ni Cullen. Beneath the Ri are four Ard 
Tiarna, and below each of them are several Tiarna.



SPEAL(23)
+1  HT(10),  Acute  Vision:  +3(6),  Sharp  Claws(5),  Fearlessness:  +3(6),  Night  Blindness(-10), 

Overconfidence(SC: 12(×1), -5), Wings: Striker: Bash(Long: Reach: 1, 2(+175%), 14), Sharp Beak(1), Temperature 
Tolerance: 2(2), Perk: Feathers(1), Quirk: Proud(-1), Feature: Oviparous(0)

LANGUAGE

The Howpen speak Gaelic, from before the split, although it's been somewhat creolized - plurals have been 
lost, for example.

For creating their words, I mostly use modern Irish Gaelic, but you could use any Gaelic branch, since we don't  
have a good reconstruction of the original.

FEMALE NAMES

Ailis("noble", "kind"), Aine or Aina("brilliance", "wit", "splendor", "glory"), Aisling or Ashling("dream", "vision"), 
Alma("good"),  Andraste("victory"),  Aoife("beautiful",  "radiant"),  Artis("noble",  "lofty  hill"),  Assa("gentle"),  Badb or 
Badhbh("boiling", "battle raven", "scald-crow"),  Bairrfhionn or Barrfind or Bairre or Barre or Barron("fair-haired"), 
Berrach  or  Bearrach("pointed",  "sharp"),  Bevin  or  Bebhinn("sweet  woman",  "melodious woman"),  Binne("sweet", 
"melodious"), Blair("from the plain"), Blaithin("flower"), Brenda or Brenna("raven"), Caer("yew berry castle"), Cahan 
or Cathan("battle", "a warrior"), Caoilinn("light and slender"), Casidhe or Casie or Kacey("clever"), Ceara or Cera or  
Keara("bright  red"),  Ciar("dark"),  Cochrann"red-haired  woman"),  Colleen("girl"),  Cori("from  the  hollow"), 
Dairine("fruitful", "fertile"), Dallas or Dallys or Dalishya or Dalyce("wise"), Darby("free"), Daron or Daryn or Daronica 
or  Darnelle("great"),  Derdriu  or  Deirdre  or  Dierdre  or  Dedre  or  Deidra("sorrow"),  Delaney("descendant  of  the 
challanger"), Derry("redhead"), Damnat or Devnet or Damhnait("little doe"), Dubh("dark"), Dubheasa("dark lady of 
the  waterfall"),  Echna  or  Eachna("horse"),  Earlene("pledge"),  Eavan("fair  form"),  Edana  or  Ethna  or  Eda  or 
Eithna("ardent" or "flame"), Eithne("kernel", "seed"), Elatha("art" or "craft"), Ernine("iron"), Etaoin("jealousy"), Fianait 
or Fionnait("deer"), Fenella or Fionnghuala("bright", "fair"), Finnsech or Finnseach("fair lady", "blonde lady", Finnabarr 
or Fionuir or Fionnabhair("light fairy"), Fionnuala or Fionnguala or Fionnula or Nuala or Nola("light shoulders"), Flann 
or Flannacan or Flanna("blood red"), Flannery("redhead"), Fodla("sovereignty"), Gelgeis or Geileis or Geillis("shining 
swan"), Glenna or Glynis("little valley"), Gobnait("smith"), Gormlaith("splendid princess", "blue princess"), Grania or 
Granna  or  Granuaile("grain",  "seed"),  Isleen  or  Islene("vision"),  Ite  or  Ide  or  Ita("thirst",  "devouring"), 
Jilleen("youthful"), Keavy("gentleness", "beauty", "grace"), Keelin or Keely or Keelia("slender", "fair"), Keena("brave"), 
Kelly("warrior woman"), Kennocha("beauty"), Kerry or Keriann("dark"), Kevyn or Keva("beautiful"), Kiley or Kyli or  
Kylee("attractive"),  Labhaoise("holiness"),  Laoise("radiant  girl"),  Lasair  or  Lassa("flame"),  Liadan("gray  lady"), 
Luiseach or Luighseach("bringer of light"), Mabh or Mab("drunk woman", "wolf queen"), Macha or Mene("battle", 
"crow"), Máire or Moira or Maura or Maurya or Mairin("bitter"), Mairin(diminutive of Máire), Medb or Maedhbh or 
Meadhbh or Maeve("intoxicating", "fragile"), Mell or Mella("lightning"), Mess Buachalla("cowherd's fosterchild"), Moina 
or Moyna("mild"), Muadnat or Muadnat or Muadhnait("noble", "good"), Mór or Moire or Morin or Moya or Moirin or 
Mre or Moreen("great", "tall"), Morrigan or Morrighan or Morgan("sea warrior"), Muireann("sea-white", "sea-fair"), 
Muirin or Muirgen or Muirenn("sea-born"), Muiriol("sea-bright"), Muirne or Morna("high-spirited"), Myrna("beloved"), 
Narbflaith("noble  princess"),  Neala("champion"),  Nessa("not  gentle"),  Niamh  or  Niam  or  Nia("luster",  "sheen", 
"brightness",  "radiance",  "brilliance"),  Orlaith  or  Orla("gold  queen"),  Ornice("olive-coloured"),  Payton  or 
Padraigin("noble"), Quincy("fifth"), Rignach or Rionach or Rioghnach or Riona("queenly"), Rori("famous", "brilliance"), 
Ryann("little ruler"), Rylee or Rylyn("valiant"), Sadhbh or Sive or Sadhbba or Sadbh or Sabhbh or Sabha("sweet", 
"goodness"),  Saoirse("freedom",  "liberty"),  Saerlaith  or  Saorla("noble  queen"),  Saraid("clear",  "bright"), 
Scathach("shadow",  "shade"),  Seana  or  Sine  or  Shauna("gracious"),  Segnat  or  Seanait("hawk"),  Shanleigh  or 
Shanley("the hero's child"), Sinann or Shanna("wise one"), Seara or Sierra("black"), Sile or Sheela or Sheila("blind"), 
Sithmaith or Siomha or Sheeva("good peace"), Sláine or Slany("good health"), Sloane("warrior"), Sorcha("bright",  
"radiant"),  Tara  or  Temair  or  Teamhair("tower"),  Tierney  or  Tiernan("noble"),  Tipper("water  pourer"),  Trevina  or  
Treva("prudent"), Troya("foot soldier"), Tullia or Tuila or Tulliah("peaceful", "quiet"), Uathach("specter"), Una or Oona 
or Oonagh("lamb")

MALE NAMES

Adair or Adare("from the ford by the oak trees"), Adamnan or Awnan or Adhamhan("the timid one"), Aedh or  
Aed or Aogh("fire"), Aodhagan or Aeducan or Aodhan or Aedan(diminutive of Aedh), Ahern("lord of the horses"),  
Ailin("noble"),  Alan("handsome",  "peaceful"),  Alpin("attractive"),  Amargein("song-born"),  Aonghus  or  Oengus  or 
Angus("vigorous one"), Ard-Greimne("high power"), Arlen or Arland or Arlyn("pledge"), Art or Artagan("bear"), Artegal 
or  Ardal  or  Arthgallo("bear's  fury",  "bear's  valor"),  Bainbridge  or  Bain("fair  bridge"),  Banning("fair  and  small"),  



Barry("spearman"),  Beacan  or  Beagan(diminutive  of  "little"),  Berach("pointed",  "sharp"),  Bearchan(diminutive  of 
Berach),  Blaine("thin",  "lean"),  Blair("plain",  "field"),  Blathmac("flower  son"),  Bogart("bog",  "marshland"), 
Brady("spirited"), Bran("raven"), Brandubh("black raven"), Breck or Brec or Brexton("freckled"), Caemgen or Caoimhin 
or  Cavan  or  Cavin("gentle  birth"),  Cahan("battle",  "warrior"),  Calbhach("bald"),  Calhoun  or  Coillcumhann  or 
Colquhoun("narrow  woods"),  Carraig  or  Caroq  or  Carrick("rock"),  Casey  or  Kacey("brave"),  Cass("curly"), 
Cathal("strong in battle", "battle-mighty"), Ceallach or Cellach or Kelly("bright-headed"), Ceallachan("someone who is 
warlike"),  Cennetig  or  Kennedy("ugly  head"),  Chullain  or  Culann  or  Cullen  or  Culin("victor"),  Cian("ancient", 
"enduring"), Cillian("war", "strife"), Clancy("red-headed fighter"), Cluny("meadow"), Cainnech or Coinneach("good", 
"beautiful"), Comhghall("fellow hostage"), Conall("strong as a wolf"), Conlaed or Conlaodh("prudent fire", "wolf-fire"), 
Conn  or  Quinn("wolf"),  Connla  or  Conlaoch("son  of  Conn"),  Conchobar  or  Connor("wolf-desiring"),  Conri  or  
Conroy("wolf king"), Corc or Corcoran("ruddy", "red"), Corrigan or Corrin or Corey("spearman"), Cosgrove("victor", 
"champion"), Cowan("hillside hollow"), Coyle("leader in battle"), Crimthann or Criofan("fox"), Crofton("a small town 
with little houses and fields"), Culley("woods"), Daigh("flame", "fire"), Daimhin or Daimine or Devine("deer", "ox"), 
Dáire  or  Dary  or  Darragh("oak  grove",  "fruitful",  "fertile"),  Daley  or  Dawley  or  Dale("an  assembly",  "a  valley"),  
Delaney("descendant  of  the  challenger"),  Digby("town  with  a  ditch/dike"),  Dinsmore("fortified  hill"), 
Doherty("harmful"),  Dolan("dark-haired"),  Domhnall  or  Donal("world-mighty"),  Donn  or  Donnan  or 
Donnagan("brown",  "chief"),  Dooley("dark  hero"),  Deoradhain  or  Doran("stranger",  "exile"),  Dow("dark-haired"), 
Driscol("interpreter"),  Duvaltach  or  Dubhaltach("black-jointed",  "dark-limbed"),  Dubghall  or  Dubgall("dark/black 
foreigner"),  Dubhdara("dark  man  of  the  oak"),  Eachan("horseman"),  Eanna  or  Ennae("birdlike"),  Eirnin("iron"), 
Elatha"art", "craft"), Eochaidh or Eocho("horse rider"), Eogan or Eoin("born of the yew tree"), Erc("battle boar"), 
Faolán or Fallon or Fallamhain or Phelan(diminutive of "wolf"), Fearghus("vigorous man"), Fechin("raven", "battle"),  
Feidhlim or Feidhlimidh("fortunate", "lucky", "ever good"), Finnegan("light-skinned"), Finnian or Finnen(diminutive of 
Fionn), Fionn or Finn("light"), Fionnbharr or Finbar("light fairy"), Fiontan("white ancient", "white fire"), Flann or Flainn 
or  Flannan  or  Flannagain  or  Flynn  or  Flannery("blood  red"),  Gaeth("intelligent",  "skillful"),  Gair  or  Geir  or 
Gaer("small"), Gallagher("eager helper"), Galvin("sparrow"), Gairbith or Garvey("rough place"), Gaynor or Gainor("son 
of the fair-skinned man"), Genty("snow"), Gilroy or Gildray("devoted to the king"), Glenville("village in the glen"),  
Gorman  or  Gormain("dark",  "swarthy"),  Guaire("noble",  "proud"),  Guthrie("windy  place"),  Guy("sensible"), 
Hagan("youthful", "young"), Haley("ingenious"), Hoyt("spirit", "mind"), Ibor or Iobhar("yew tree"), Innis or Innes or 
Iniss("from  the  island"),  Irv("handsome"),  Kavan  or  Kavenaugh("handsome"),  Keary("dark",  "dark-haired"), 
Keelan("slender"), Keeley or Kealey, Kealy("handsome"), Kellen or Kaelan or Kael or Kailen or Kallen or Kaylen or 
Kaylan or Kealan or Kelan("mighty warrior"), Keller("little companion"), Kelvin or Kelvyn("narrow river"), Kennard or  
Kenner("brave chieftain"),  Kenyon or Kenyan("white/blond hair"), Kieran or Ciaran(diminutive of "dark"), Kilian or 
Cell("church"),  Labraid or Labhraidh("speaker"),  Labras or Labhrás("laurel bush"),  Laisrean(diminutive of "flame"), 
Laoire  or  Laegaire  or  Laoghaire  or  Leary("calf-herder"),  Larkin("rough  and  fierce"),  Lawler("mutterer"),  
Lennan("lover",  "sweetheart"),  Liam("resolute/unwavering  protector"),  Lonan(diminutive  of  "blackbird"), 
Lorcan(diminutive of "fierce", "cruel"), Lugh("the light"), Lughan(diminutive of Lugh), Lunn or Lonn("warlike"), Mael 
Coluim  or  Maeolcholuim  or  Maelcolm("servant/devotee  of  Colm"),  Marc("horse"),  Marcan(diminutive  of  Marc),  
Mathghamhain or  Mahon("bear"),  Meallan(diminutive of  Mellan),  Mellan("lightning"),  Merril  or  Meryl("bright sea"), 
Merritt  or  Meritt("valuable",  "deserving"),  Monahan  or  Monohan("monk"),  Muirios("sea-vigor"),  Murchadh("sea 
warrior"), Nel("cloud"), Niall or Neal or Neil or Nyle or Nealy or Niallán("champion"), Oisin or Oissine or Ossian("fawn", 
"deer"),  Oran("otter"),  Oscar("deer-lover"),  Quigley("from the maternal  side"),  Quillan or  Quillon("cub"),  Rafer  or 
Rafferty("rich",  "prosperous"), Riddock or Reidhachadh("smooth field"), Riordan("royal poet"), Roarke or Roark or 
Ruarc or Ruaidhri("champion", "hero"), Rogan or Ruadhagan or Rowe or Rowen or Rowyn or Rowin or Rowan or 
Ruadhan("red-headed"),  Rónán  or  Ronan(diminutive  of  "seal"),  Ross("promontory"),  Ruadan  or  Ruadhan  or 
Rhodan("red-haired"), Ruairi or Ruaidhri or Rory("red king"), Ryan or Rhyan or Ryne or Rian or Rigan or Raegan or 
Reagan or Reegen or Regan or Riagan(diminutive of "king"), Saoirse("freedom", "liberty"), Scanlon("little trapper"),  
Seanán or Shannon or Senan or Sinon(diminutive of Sen), Sen("ancient"), Shanley or Seanlaoch("small", "ancient"), 
Sierra("black"),  Skelly("storyteller"),  Sleibhin  or  Slevin("mountain  man"),  Sloan  or  Sloane("warrior"),  Strahan  or 
Sruthan  or  Strachan("minstrel"),  Struthers  or  Sruthair("brook"),  Tairdelbach  or  Toirdhealbhach  or  Turlough  or 
Tarlach("assistor", "instigator"), Tigernach or Tiarnach or Tierney("chief"), Tigernan or Tiarnan or Tier(diminutive of 
Tigernach), Tormaigh or Tormey("thunder spirit"), Treasach or Tracy("fierce", "warlike"), Trevor or Trev("prudent"), 
Troy("foot soldier"), Tynan("dark")

SURNAMES

The Howpen have two surnames each: first, an epithet or parenym, and then an avunym.



An epithet denotes some achievement, or prestigious trait; it's not claimed by the individual, but granted by 
their society. Some are fairly literal descriptions of the achievement or trait(like Munchaem), but most are somewhat 
abstract, such that anyone who doesn't know the story would become curious about it. If an individual achieves a 
greater epithet than the one they already have, it will generally overwrite.

Epithets are often shared between married couples, especially if the epithet was achieved during the marriage. 
In that last case, even after a divorce the two will keep the same epithet.

Some epithets: Aedhcoisí("fire-walker"), Ballamaidhmóir("wall-burster"), Boraime("tributes"), Cethchathach("of 
the  hundred  battles"),  Chasdubh("of  the  dark  curly  hair"),  Coigriche("of  the  border"),  Crobderg("red-handed"), 
Finbel("wine-mouth"),  Gelt("mad"),  Ilchelgach("of  the  many  treacheries"),  Munchaem("lovely-shouldered"), 
Noichrothach("nine-times beautiful"), Oenfer("the lonely"), Réimsetoirchrosadh("who crossed the forbidden stretch"), 
Rua("red"), Sciathbrisóir("shield-breaker"), Speirlingseach("bringer of thunderstorms")

A parenym is used for anyone without an epithet. If one of their parents has an epithet, the parenym is 
formed from that parent's name; otherwise, it will be whichever parent is better-known, or the same-gender parent if  
equal. A parenym takes a prefix of "Mac"("son") for a male, or "Nion"("daughter") for a female. Note that this is not  
the parent's gender - if a man named Cahan was the son of Sinann and Gildray, and hadn't earned an epithet of his  
own, he'd be Cahan Mac Sinann or Cahan Mac Gildray, depending on their relative prestige.

If the parent is particularly illustrious, the parenym itself may take their epithet; if Cahan's mother from the  
previous example had the epithet Noichrothach, and this was considered particularly illustrious, he'd sometimes be 
Cahan Mac Sinann Noichrothach.

An avunym names a (generally distant) ancestor, usually the most famous of the individual's ancestors. An  
avunym takes a prefix of "Ua"("grandson") for a male, or "Ni"(a contraction of Nion) for a female. Note that like a 
parenym, an avunym's prefix depends on the gender of the individual being named, not on the ancestor's gender.

Avunyms are shared between married couples, though not after a divorce.
Sometimes, particularly when dealing with foreigners, the avunym itself may take the ancestor's epithet.

LAW

The practice of "Taillte Marriage" is popular. The couple are married in the Tor courtyard(with considerably less 
fanfare). If, after a year and a day, the couple don't wish to continue the marriage, they return to the courtyard, and 
end it with a simple ceremony. They remain married if neither shows up to end it, though traditionally the decision to  
remain married is celebrated privately.

More conventional "on demand" divorce is also supported, though paperwork is involved. A "defensive" divorce 
generally involves a mini-prosecution, while a "cordant" divorce requires both parties to legally attest that there is no 
animosity between them.

LINGUISTIC NOTES

Name taken from Torpenhow Hill; "tor", "pen", and "how" all mean "hill" in different languages.

THE FIVE TRIBES
Nomadic Amerind Tribes

PEOPLE

Each tribe merged with their own totem to come here, so each tribe has its own people.

BEAR PEOPLE(28)
+3 ST(Size: +1(-10%), 27), SM: +1(0), Berserk(SC: 12(×1), -10), Blunt Claws(3), DR: 2(10), Sharp Teeth(1), 

Temperature Tolerance: 2(2), Perk: Fur(1), Quirk: Humble(-1)

SNAKE PEOPLE(28)
+1 IT(20), SM: -1(0), Double-Jointed(15), Easy To Read(-10), No Legs: Slithers(0), Fangs(Switchable(+10%), 

3), Perk: Scales(1), Quirk: Responsive(-1), Feature: Oviparous(0)

COYOTE PEOPLE(21)
+1 IT(20),-1 Will(-5), Discriminatory Smell(15), Impulsiveness(SC: 9(×1½), -15), Sharp Teeth(1), Versatile(5), 



Perk: Fur(1), Quirk: Distractible(-1)

WOLF PEOPLE(23)
+1 Will(5), Blunt Claws(3), Bloodlust(SC: 15(×½), -5), DR: 1(5), Discriminatory Smell(15), Sharp Teeth(1), 

Temperature Tolerance: 1(1), Perk: Fur(1), Perk: Penetrating Voice(1), Quirk: Obedient(-1)

CARIBOU PEOPLE(28)
+1 HT(10), +1 ST(Size: +1(-10%), 9), SM: +1(0), DR: 2(Tough Skin(-40%), 6), Gregarious(-10), Hooves(3),  

No  Depth  Perception(-15),  Peripheral  Vision(15),  Antlers:  Striker:  Bash(Long:  Reach:  1(+75%),  9),  Temperature 
Tolerance: 1(1), Perk: Fur(1), Quirk: Staid(-1)

LANGUAGE

While each tribe retains its own language ceremonially, in their daily lives everyone speaks Concord - a creole  
of the tribes' original languages.

PLACES

LAW

MONEY

HISTORY

LINGUISTIC NOTES

Dude, I could never build Concord - it's all "translated".

WILDLIFE
DINOSAURS

DARTERS

KING LIZARD

ST: 46, DX: 12, IQ: 2, HT: 12
Will: 13, Per: 11, Basic Speed: 6, Move: 12, Dodge: 10
SM: +4, 15 000pd
Bite: 5d-1 impale, Claw: 5d slash, both Brawling: 16
Intimidation: 17
One of the largest darters, and fond of jumping as an intimidation tactic - or even as a weapon. It's mainly a  

scavenger and kill-stealer, intimidating lesser predators away from their kills with a massive jump and a massive roar.  
It also endurance-hunts very large herbivores, looming to encourage its prey to exhaust itself. Finally, herbivores with 
few other enemies attract the ultimate attack from the ultimate predator, a death-from-above jump; this is usually a 
hit-and-run tactic, and the king lizard may end up fleeing to steal its own kill back later.

LITTLE THIEF

ST: 3, DX: 14, IQ: 2, HT: 10
Will: 10, Per: 12(15 vision), Basic Speed: 6, Move: 2(ground) or 12/24(gliding), Dodge: 9
SM: -4, 5pd
Claw: 1d-4 slash, Brawling: 16
These four-winged pests are actually cousins of vileclaws. They use similar "faster than thou" pack tactics 

against creatures up to twice their size, but people are really too big for them most of the time, so encounters usually  
entail a single animal trying to steal unattended food(or shiny object). They aren't above scavenging, though, and 
they're delighted to finish off an animal that's almost ready to be scavenged.

VILECLAW

ST: 11, DX: 14, IQ: 2, HT: 11
Will: 10, Per: 12, Basic Speed: 6.25, Move: 12, Dodge: 9



SM: ±0, 185pd
Claw: 1d+1 impale, Bite: 1d-1 slash, both Brawling: 16
A fast,  feathered, pack predator about the size of a person, with one terrible claw on each foot. A long 

balancing tail with a feathered fan keeps them stable at high speeds and lets them change direction easily. Most of 
the time, their body feathers are a mix of browns with dark green "racing stripes" on their back and flanks; their leg  
feathers are cream, and males have bright red arm feathers, while females have bright blue. However, every six to  
nine months(determined by availability of food, and orchestrated by the pack leader), they have a mating season, and 
their stripes become a bright, eye-searing green.

Against solitary prey they ambush, relying more on velocity than on stealth, then using their claws to stab at  
the target's sides(and head, if unprotected). Against offensive herbivores(like mace lizards), a group will provide a 
distraction while one vileclaw sneaks up on the prey; this is risky, but a great catch. Against most herd animals, a  
pack will dart out of hiding, flashing their arm feathers and snapping at various animals, trying to start a stampede; 
once the leader picks a target they all converge. Against other herd animals, they use hit-and-run tactics to create  
their own stragglers.

HERBIVORES

MACE LIZARD

ST: 35, DX: 9, IQ: 1, HT: 15
Will: 12, Per: 12, Basic Speed: 6, Move: 4, Dodge: 4, DR: 6
SM: +3, 6 300pd
This high-backed dinosaur has prominent plates on its back, like a flanged mace opened up along its spine. 

However, the name "mace lizard" probably comes from the spiked tail, which the dinosaur wields as a spiked mace  
when threatened. Mace lizards are generally even-tempered, but once they get going with the tail they keep going.  
Perhaps the corpses that were gored well past death serve as a warning to other predators. Vileclaws hunt them,  
however.

Mace lizards are generally medium green, with whorls of bright green and bright blue on the females, bright 
green and bright red on the males.

THREEHORN

ST: 50, DX: 10, IQ: 2, HT: 14
Will: 10, Per: 13, Basic Speed: 6, Move: 7, Dodge: 6
SM: +4, 18 385pd
While these heavily-built herbivores have fearsome faces, with three horns(two of them quite large), a large 

beak, and a dramatic frill in bright reds and blues, they're actually remarkably friendly for dinosaurs. The horns are 
used by both sexes in strength contests similar to arm-wrestling, the frill is defensive(they attack with tail-slaps and 
mule kicks), and the beak is for clipping juicy bits off plants. They consider people too small to be threatening; those  
unfamiliar with people will be curious about their new neighbors, and those familiar with people will delightedly lead 
them toward fruit trees and act as stepladders for a little cooperative feeding. Adolescents, who customarily leave the  
herd to search for another, can sometimes be led off by a person to train as a mount.

Threehorns don't  stampede - and they even camp their  own dead, like elephants.  When threatened, the 
healthy members circle around the weaker members, and in theory any predator that strikes gets tail-whipped. In  
practice, vileclaws are fast enough to dart in, though they can only really make off with eggs that way, so that's only  
useful part of the year; and king lizards can kill them by jumping. The king lizard then flees, and stalks the herd until  
they stop camping the corpse, then scavenges it.

Threehorns travel in large herds, usually led by a handful of dominant males and a handful of dominant  
females; except during the mating season, the dominant ones are obvious from their bone-white horns. (During the 
mating season, everybody's jostling for mating rank, so the velvet gets rubbed off; outside the mating season, the 
only jostling is for dominance, so the velvet grows in on everybody else's horns.) Females are a bit larger than males.

REPTILES
FINFANG

ST: 14, DX: 11, IQ: 1, HT: 16
Will: 13, Per: 11, Basic Speed: 6.75, Move: 7, Dodge: 5
SM: +1, 440pd
Skills: Stealth: 12
A heavy-bodied, ornery predator  with a prominent fin.  It  hunts from ambush,  grabbing a target  with its 



massive jaws and shaking until one of them dies.

GIANT WINGS

While most of the "giant wings" are smaller than a person, their bodies are mostly wing.

FINGERWING

ST: 4, DX: 13, IQ: 1, HT: 14
Will: 9, Per: 11, Basic Speed: 6.75, Move: 2 (ground) or 12 (flying), Dodge: 4 (ground) or 7 (flying)
SM: -2, 9½pd

FLAPWING

ST: 3, DX: 14, IQ: 1, HT: 14
Will: 9, Per: 11, Basic Speed: 7, Move: 2 (ground) or 11 (flying), Dodge: 4 (ground) or 7 (flying)
SM: -3, 5½pd
The smallest of the giant wings, with wingspans of about 3'. It has a distinctive long tail with a diamond flap at 

the end, which it weaves around as a mating display or flaps back and forth as a threat display.

BEAKWING

ST: 7, DX: 14, IQ: 2, HT: 14
Will: 9, Per: 12, Basic Speed: 7, Move: 2 (ground) or 14 (flying), Dodge: 4 (ground) or 7 (flying)
SM: +2, 40pd
The largest of the giant wings, with wingspans of about 30'.

SNAKES

15' CONSTRICTOR

ST: 13, DX: 12, IQ: 2, HT: 11
Will: 10, Per: 10, Basic Speed: 5.75, Move: 4, Dodge: 8
SM: ±0, 225pd
Skills: Stealth: 12, Wrestling: 13
Once it grapples a target, it squeezes; roll a Quick Contest of its ST vs the target's ST or HT(whichever's  

better), and if they beat the target, the target takes damage equal to the margin.
30' specimens also exist, with ST: 26, DX: 11, and SM +2.

8' VENOMOUS

ST: 5, DX: 13, IQ: 2, HT: 11
Will: 10, Per: 10, Basic Speed: 6, Move: 4, Dodge: 9
SM: -1, 15pd
Bite: 1d-5 impale(follow-up: HT-4 to stop, 2d toxic, repeats daily up to 4 times), Brawling: 15
Skills: Stealth: 13

MAMMALS

PREDATORS

BEAR

ST 19, DX 11, IQ 4, HT 13
Will 11, Per 10, Speed 6, Move 8, Dodge 9
SM +1, 800pd
Berserk(SC: 9), Blunt Claws, DR: 2, No Fine Manipulators, Semi-Upright, Sharp Teeth, Temperature Tolerance:  

2, Wild Animal
Skills: Brawling: 13

COYOTE

`

TIGER

ST 17, DX 13, IQ 4, HT 11
Will 11, Per 12, Speed 6, Dodge 10, Move 10



SM +1, 500pd
Combat Reflexes, DR 1, Night Vision: 5, Quadruped, Sharp Claws, Sharp Teeth, Temperature Tolerance: 1,  

Wild Animal
Skills: Brawling: 15, Stealth: 13, Swimming: 13

WOLF

ST: 10, DX: 12, IQ: 4, HT: 12
Will: 11, Per: 14, Basic Speed: 6, Move: 9, Dodge: 9
SM: ±0, 120pd
Discriminatory Smell,  DR: 1, Night Vision: 2, No Fine Manipulators, Quadruped, Sharp Teeth, Temperature 

Tolerance: 1, Wild Animal

RODENTS

MUSK HAMSTER

ST: 2, DX: 9, IQ: 2, HT: 9
Will: 9, Per: 12, Basic Speed: 4.5, Move: 2, Dodge: 7
SM: -9, ¼pd
Sometimes kept as pets,  musk hamsters are generally  docile.  They smell  pleasantly  of  cinnamon,  and if 

startled or frightened, they'll spray musk in a 3'×3' cone, which smells nauseatingly astringent for about a week. The  
females look mostly like normal hamsters, if a big bigger and rounder, but their eyes are huge. The males also have 
thick, curled horns, which they use to crash into each other as a contest of strength, but not as weapons.

UNGULATES

CARIBOU

`

MAGIC
ABILITIES

Full knowledge of the magical language costs 6 points. A mage isn't required to know the magical language; 
some hermit mages don't,  developing their  own spells  directly from their  magical abilities.  However,  the magical 
language is required to cast spells that require a spoken incantation, to learn spells from scrolls and spellbooks, to 
write self-powered scrolls, and to read or write magical formulae. It's also very handy for discussing magic with other 
mages. (Note that the true magical language contains no words for itself, similar to how there is no equation that 
means "mathematics" except as assigned by us, so it has many names, and cultural pluralists just refer to it as "the  
magical language".)

SORCERY

A mage's spellcasting ability has a level. First level costs 8 points, second level costs 16 points, and third level  
costs 32 points. This allows the mage to learn and cast spells of up to their level. It can be upgraded later by paying  
the difference.

A first-level spell costs 2 points, a second-level spell costs 4 points, and a third-level spell costs 8 points. If you 
already know a spell, you can upgrade its level by paying the difference.

While study alone gets many mages far, Magical Talent provides a +1 bonus per level to all magic rolls, for 10  
points per level(max 4 levels). A mage can also develop a Talent specialized in a single school, providing a +1 bonus  
per level to magic rolls within that school, for 5 points per level(max 4 levels, counting Magical Talent). A level of  
school Talent can be turned into a level of Magical Talent for the difference, 5 points.

Various magical senses can be augmented with Acute Astral Sight, for 2/level. Note that magical talents also  
apply.

For the FP-intensive spells, some mages take a manastore, for 3 points per level; this holds mana, which can 
be spent for magic as if they were FP(but not for other purposes), and recharges separately at 1/10min.



SUMMONING

That all describes sorcery - spellcasting. There's also summoning. Summoning requires three things: at least 
one level of Spirit Command, at least one level of Summon Power, and a spirit template formula. Once per day(usually 
at dawn, but choose when you take the ability to summon), you can rearrange your summons, within the limits of 
your abilities and formulae.

Spirit Command costs 3 points per level; each level lets you command one spirit(or one group of identical  
spirits).

Summon Power costs 4 points per level; distribute this among the spirits you can summon, based on their  
point total(as a percentage of yours), as follows:

Point Percentage up to 25% up to 50% up to 75% up to 100% up to 150%

Power 1 2 3 5 10
Groups  of  identical  spirits(from the  same formula)  can  get  a  "group  discount".  To  calculate  the  group's 

summon power requirement, multiply the summon power requirement of a single such spirit by a multiple as follows:
Spirits In Group 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-20 21-50 51-100 101-200 201-500 501-1 000

Multiple ×1 ×2 ×3 ×4 ×5 ×6 ×8 ×10 ×12 ×14 ×16 ×18

For each type of spirit you want to be able to summon, you need a spirit template formula. This takes up a  
number of pages equal to the spirit's point total(minimum 1); minor spirit template formulae are often grouped into  
small  books,  while  powerful  spirits  have  massive  tomes  to  themselves.  All  formulae  are  written  in  the  magical  
language, so it's also needed for summoning.

General-purpose spirit templates can be purchased in magic shops for 10ð per page. Creating a spirit template  
formula takes one hour per page. The vast majority of this time is spent designing the spirit - this is no afternoon's 
undertaking(unless it's a minor spirit). Copying a formula takes as long as copying the same amount of plain text  
would normally take.

Modular Ability: 6/slot, 2/point(Only To Buy Appropriate Allies With The Summonable Enhancement(-50%))
Ally(Constantly Available(×4), Summonable(+100%), Minion/Slave Mentality(+0%))

FREE SPIRITS

Not only are summoned spirits not free-willed, they don't even have much initiative - without orders, they'll  
pretty much just sit there and starve.

You can free a spirit you've summoned; you can rearrange the command and power next time as usual, and  
the spirit doesn't go away. However, this costs part of your own pa(part of your own soul) - and, game-mechanically, 
points. Specifically, the point cost is equal to the summoning power needed for that spirit times a multiplier based on  
how much it likes you(in turn based on how you treated it):
Very fond. The spirit feels about you the way a baby feels about their parent; you've now given them their 

freedom, but if you need a hand, they'll help if they can(a roll of 15 or less). ×3

Fond. There's definitely some affection there, but now they're a bit mercenary about it. Still, you freed 
them, and that's worth something. They'll usually be willing to help you(a roll of 12 or less). ×2

Indifferent.  There may be some resentment, or you just may not see eye to eye. Maybe you usually 
summoned them in groups, and they don't really have an identity. Still, the basic parent/child thing is there, 

and you did free them. They'll sometimes help you(a roll of 9 or less). ×1

Dubious. The spirit feels about you the way a teenager feels about their parent, and you just let them go - 
they're outta here. However, they don't actually hate you, and you did choose to stop pushing them around, 

so they may help you if you ask nicely(a roll of 6 or less). ×½

Loathing. They hate you. If you're lucky, they just want to get as far away as possible. They will never help 
you for the asking, and might even try to get back at you. Free!

Also, the spirit loses the Conjured Servant trait, which may decrease the summoning power used to calculate  
that final point cost.



SPIRIT TRAITS

Summoned spirits have this trait - except free spirits.

Conjured Servant(20)
You only exist in our world when summoned here to obey your master. If reduced to [-HP] HP, you vanish in a  

puff of smoke, and can be summoned again within [2×HP] minutes, fully healed.
Regeneration/Fast(Only When Dead(-40%), 30), Unkillable III(150), Automaton(-85), Fragile/Unnatural(-50), Dead Broke(-25), Neither Has Nor Can 

Spend Fatigue Points(0), Vanishes When Dead(0)

SPELLS

SCHOOLS

` Each "elemental" school covers one or two major non-magic damage types: bash, (slash), (impale), (heat), (cold), 
(electricity), (acid), disease, poison, ` [Disease and poison are Body?]

ACID

One of the "elemental" schools, spells of this school produce both extremes of pH.

BODY

Spells of this school affect the vigor, health, and performance of creatures' bodies. They can heal, inflict or  
cure disease, buff or debuff strength and speed, etc.

CONTROL

Spells of this school manipulate the minds of other creatures, affecting their thoughts or issuing commands to  
their bodies.

FIRE

One of the "elemental" schools, spells of this school produce plasma and the wild forces associated with it.

GLAMOUR

Spells of this school affect the target's appearance, as a sort of indirect information spell.

ICE

One of the "elemental" schools, spells of this school shape and emulate ice, as well as sucking the warmth out  
of things. Its primary attacks are `icicle spears`.

INFORMATION

Spells of this school alter the target's perceptions, augmenting or clouding their senses. Note that ethereal  
sight can't be affected by spells, and thus clouding the senses of ethereals is fairly useless.

METAL

One of  the  "elemental"  schools,  spells  of  this  school  shape and emulate  metal  structures  and weapons,  
including shields and blades, as well as the electricity that flows through some metals.

MOVEMENT

Spells of this school produce or absorb(or occasionally divert) kinetic energies. The effects resemble classic 
telekinesis.

` Bash? Or leave that to earth? The classical elements are kind of played…

TRANSFORM

Spells of this school include most of the flashier physical spells, as well as some that are only transforms for 
technical reasons, like light and shadow spells.

PARAMETERS

CAST TIME

How long it  takes to cast the spell.  This is usually "Action", or a time for longer cast times. Spells used  
offensively use an Attack maneuver(or a related maneuver); others use a Concentrate maneuver.



TO-CAST

If given, the spell requires a roll to successfully cast, and this specifies what to roll. For most spells, this is not 
given, as knowing the spell allows you to cast it successfully. If the spell is resisted, the resistance will be included in  
parentheses after the to-cast. A spell may list "Automatic" for its to-cast in order to list a resistance, in which case the  
to-cast roll is automatically a success by 0 for resistance purposes.

TO-HIT

The skill rolled to hit with the spell, usually a type of Innate Attack for ranged spells or Brawling for touch  
spells. It can also be a number, which indicates a roll with that skill level. It can also indicate a chance of the spell  
failing to be cast. If this is "Automatic", the spell doesn't have a to-hit roll. (Self-range spells won't bother listing To-
Hit: Automatic.)

DURATION

"Instant" indicates the spell's energies aren't needed to sustain the effect, and dissipate as soon as they've  
affected the target(s). (A time may be listed afterward in parentheses if the spell has an additional effect with its own  
duration.) "Sustained" indicates the spell lasts one minute, and at the end of that time you can renew it as a free  
action. (You can also end it at any time by dismissing it.) A time indicates the spell lasts that amount of time, whether 
fixed or a spread.

RANGE

How far targets can be from the caster to be affected. "Self" indicates the caster can only cast the spell upon  
themself. "Touch" indicates the caster must touch the target. "Unlimited" indicates no range limit.

TARGET

If given, restricts the set of valid targets. Otherwise, single-target spells affect one creature or object, while 
area spells affect all creatures and objects within range.

RECAST

If given, the spell can't be recast for the listed time after a casting.

DESCRIPTORS

Spells with [Area] are area spells; they affect all valid targets in range, and usually hit automatically.

Spells with [Incantation] require an incantation spoken in the magical language.
This is simply Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), cf GURPS Powers.

Spells with [Reagent] consume a "reagent", an object needed to boost the spell's magic higher than is typical 
for its spell level. Most reagents can be swapped between spells of the same school that need the same type of  
reagent; as a result, four reagents have become common. In order of increasing power, they are:

School Sigil - The school's sigil, usually scribed on tanzaku paper. Available at any magic shop for about 10ð, 
and has negligible weight. This is the only common reagent that can't be detected as a magical object.

Imbued School Sigil - A school sigil charged with magical power. Available at most decent-sized magic shops 
for about 100ð, and has negligible weight.

School Formula - A sculpture of the school's three-dimensional magical formula, usually made of silver(its 
magical power keeps the formula for an entire school small enough to be man-portable). Available at many high-end 
magic shops for about 1 000ð, and weighs half a pound.

Anchored School Formula - A small silver wand, about four inches long, that anchors a magical projection of 
the school's four-dimensional magical formula. Available at the best magic shops for about 10 000ð, and weighs an 
ounce.

Link Formula - A school formula with your own formula intertwined within. These are almost always hand-
crafted by a mage for their own use, because of the danger of letting someone else even  see your formula - it 
contains your true name, and various extremely-personal information about you. Start by buying a school formula,  
and then work your own formula in(usually on myriad strips of light wood); this process takes an hour, a Magic Theory 
roll at -8, and an appropriate craft roll at -8. Only a critical failure on both destroys the school formula(though it can 
still be melted down to make a new one). Most mages set aside a day per link formula for this process. Anyone who  
can read the magical language can read your true name right off it, so best to keep it hidden. Weighs 5 pounds.

This is built as a trigger limitation; a school sigil is Very Common(-10%), an imbued school sigil is Common(-20%), a school formula is Occasional(-



30%), an anchored school formula is Rare(-40%), and a link formula is Rare(Dangerous(×1½), -60%).

BODY SCHOOL

CURE DISEASE I [Incantation]
CAST TIME: Action
TO-CAST:  IT  (sort-of  resisted,  apply  twice  the 

resistance penalty)
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Instant
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
Cures  one  disease  affecting  the  target.  If  the 

disease has a resistance penalty, this spell costs 4 FP per 
point of penalty. This spell requires an incantation spoken 
in the magical language.

???

CURE DISEASE II [Incantation]
TO-CAST: IT (sort-of resisted, see text)
Similar  to  Cure  Disease  I,  but  diseases  with  a 

resistance penalty of -2 or smaller are treated as having 
no resistance penalty, and others are treated as 2 points 
easier.

???

CURE DISEASE III [Incantation]
TO-CAST: IT (sort-of resisted, see text)
Similar  to  Cure  Disease  I,  but  diseases  with  a 

resistance penalty of -4 or smaller are treated as having 
no resistance penalty, and others are treated as 4 points 
easier.

???

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
This is actually six spells; each gives the caster a 

+1 bonus to one particular attribute. Due to the differing 
costs of different attributes, there are six attributes for 
purposes  of  these  spells:  "Thought"(IT  except  for  Will 
and Per),  "Prudence"(Will  and Per),  "Agility"(DX except 
for  skills),  "Adroitness"(DX for  skills),  "Toughness"(ST), 
and "Vigor"(HT).

+1 "Attribute"(Body Spell(-10%), 9)

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] (SELF) II
As Enhance [Attribute] (Self) I, but the bonus is 

+2.
Same build, twice the levels.

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] (SELF) III
As Enhance [Attribute] (Self) I, but the bonus is 

+4.
Same build, quadruple the levels.

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] I [Incantation] [Reagent]
TO-CAST: IT

As Enhance [Attribute] II, but requires an IT roll 
and an incantation spoken in the magical language, and 
it consumes 2 FP and a body sigil with each casting.

+1 "Attribute"(Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), 
Trigger: Basic Reagent(Very Common, -10%), Costs FP: 2(-10%), Requires IT 
Roll(-10%), Body Spell(-10%), Affects Others: Buff(×2), 10)

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] II
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: 3d minutes
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
As Enhance [Attribute] (Self) I, but on the willing 

target touched.
+1 "Attribute"(Body Spell(-10%), Affects Others: Buff(×2), 18)

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE] III [Incantation] [Reagent]
As Enhance [Attribute] II, but the bonus is +2.
Same build, but twice the levels.

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE]  (SELF)  (POWERED)  I 
[Incantation] [Reagent]

As  Enhance  [Attribute]  (Self)  I,  but  the  bonus 
is+5,  and  it  consumes  4  FP  and  an  anchored  body 
formula with each casting. Sustaining it costs 2 FP.

+5 "Attribute"(Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), 
Trigger: Basic Reagent(Rare, -40%), Costs FP: 4, 2 to maintain(-20%), Body 
Spell(-10%), 10)

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE]  (SELF)  (POWERED)  II 
[Incantation] [Reagent]

As Enhance [Attribute] (Self) (Powered) I, but the 
bonus is+10.

Same build, but twice the levels.

ENHANCE [ATTRIBUTE]  (SELF)  (POWERED)  III 
[Incantation] [Reagent]

As Enhance [Attribute] (Self) (Powered) I, but the 
bonus is up to +20.

Same build, but quadruple the levels.

HEAL I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Instant
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
Heals the willing target you touch of 1 HP per FP 

you spend, up to 20 HP(for 20 FP).
Affliction: 1(Advantage: 20 HP(+400%), Variable(+5%), Costs FP: 1 

per HP(-50%), Melee Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Body Spell(-10%), 10)

HEAL II
As Heal I, but heals 5 HP per 2 FP you spend, up 

to 45 HP(for 18 FP).
Affliction: 1(Advantage: 45 HP(+900%), Variable(+5%), Costs FP: 2 

per 5 HP(-45%), Melee Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Body Spell(-10%), 20)

HEAL III



As Heal I, but heals 5 HP per FP you spend, up to 
95 HP(for 19 FP).

Affliction: 1(Advantage: 95 HP(+1900%), Variable(+5%), Costs FP: 
1 per 5 HP(-45%), Melee Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Body Spell(-10%), 40)

SEPSIS I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Beam)
DURATION: Instant (58 days)
RANGE: 50 yards
Shoots a jagged yellow-green ray that  inflicts  a 

creeping  disease,  which  is  likely  fatal  if  not  treated. 
Aiming  provides  +3  to  hit(or  +4  or  +5).  It  magically 
affects the target regardless of armor, and only deals 1 
toxic damage initially. However, it deals another 1 toxic 
damage each day for 58 days, and this damage can't be 
healed until the disease is cured or runs its course.

The  initial  symptoms  are  merely  a  full-body 
inflammation; however, once the disease has taken 1/3 
of the victim's HP, they become delirious as if tipsy; once 
it's taken ½, the delirium is as if drunk; and once it's 
taken 2/3, it's full-blown hallucination until they pass out.

Innate  Attack:  1  toxic(Cyclic:  +58  @  1day(+580%),  Symptoms: 
Tipsy @ 1/3(+30%), Symptoms: Drunk @ ½(+40%), Symptoms: Hallucinating 
@ 2/3(+50%), Range: No ½D, Reduced ×½(+5%), Variable(+5%), Cosmic: 
No Passive Defense(+300%), Body Spell(-10%), 10)

SEPSIS II
As Sepsis  I,  but  the disease can't  be cured by 

normal means, and it lasts 159 days - long enough to kill  
any normal person.

Innate Attack: 1 toxic(Cyclic: +159 @ 1day(+1590%), Symptoms: 
Tipsy @ 1/3(+30%), Symptoms: Drunk @ ½(+40%), Symptoms: Hallucinating 
@ 2/3(+50%), Range: No ½D, Reduced ×½(+5%), Variable(+5%), Cosmic: 
No  Passive  Defense(+300%),  Cosmic:  Incurable  Lingering(+100%),  Body 
Spell(-10%), 20)

SEPSIS III
As  Sepsis  II,  but  the  disease  deals  1d  toxic 

damage  each  "tick",  and  lasts  48  days  -  killing  more 
quickly.

Innate  Attack:  1d  toxic(Cyclic:  +48  @ 1day(+480%),  Symptoms: 
Tipsy @ 1/3(+30%), Symptoms: Drunk @ ½(+40%), Symptoms: Hallucinating 
@ 2/3(+50%), Range: No ½D, Reduced ×½(+5%), Variable(+5%), Cosmic: 
No  Passive  Defense(+300%),  Cosmic:  Incurable  Lingering(+100%),  Body 
Spell(-10%), 40)

WRACKING PAIN I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-CAST: Automatic (resisted by HT+DR)
TO-HIT: Brawling
DURATION: 1min per point resistance failed by
RANGE: Touch
Incapacitates  the  target  with  Agony.  This  spell 

can affect insubstantial targets, and costs 4 FP to cast.
Affliction:  1(Agony(+100%),  Affects  Insubstantial(+20%),  Melee 

Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Costs FP: 4(-20%), Body Spell(-10%), 10)

WRACKING PAIN II
DURATION: 100min per point resistance failed by
As Wracking Pain I,  but it  has no FP cost,  and 

lasts for hours.
Affliction: 1(Agony(+100%), Affects Insubstantial(+20%), Extended 

Duration:  ×100(+80%),  Melee  Attack:  C,  1,  No  Parry(-25%),  Body  Spell(-
10%), 20)

RAY OF WRACKING PAIN II
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Beam)
RANGE: 100 yards
As Wracking Pain I, but it has no FP cost, and is 

ranged - a gnarled red ray lashes out from the caster's 
hand to affect the target. You can take an Aim maneuver 
first to get a +2 bonus to hit(or +3 for two Aims, or +4 
for three Aims).

Affliction:  1(Agony(+100%),  Range:  No  ½D(+15%),  Affects 
Insubstantial(+20%), Inaccurate: -1(-5%), Body Spell(-10%), 20)

WRACKING PLEASURE I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-CAST: Automatic (resisted by HT+DR)
TO-HIT: Brawling
DURATION: 1min per point resistance failed by
RANGE: Touch
Incapacitates the target  with Ecstasy.  This  spell 

costs 4 FP to cast. Note that those who know this spell 
are very popular with a certain crowd.

Affliction:  1(Ecstasy(+100%),  Affects  Insubstantial(+20%),  Melee 
Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Costs FP: 4(-20%), Body Spell(-10%), 10)

CONTROL SCHOOL

TRUST I [Reagent]
CAST TIME: Action
TO-CAST: Automatic (resisted by HT+DR)
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Gaze)
DURATION: 1min per point resistance failed by
RANGE: 50 yards
This  subtle  spell  imposes  a  -1  penalty  on  the 

target's  IT,  and gives them the Gullibility  disad at  SC: 
15(or worsens it one "step"). However, multiple castings 
are cumulative. There is actually an invisible "eyebeam" 
involved, and aiming provides +3(or +4 or +5).

This spell consumes an anchored control formula 
with each casting.

Affliction: 1(Range: No ½D, Reduced ×½(+5%), Attribute Penalty: 
-1  IT(Cumulative(×5),  +50%),  Disadvantage:  Gullibility(SC:  15(×½), 
Cumulative(×5), +25%), No Signature(+20%), Trigger: Basic Reagent(Rare, 
-40%), Control Spell(-10%), 10)

TRUST II
RANGE: 200 yards
As Trust I, but there is no reagent, and the range 

is increased.
Affliction: 1(Range: No ½D, Increased ×2(+25%), Attribute Penalty: 

-1  IT(Cumulative(×5),  +50%),  Disadvantage:  Gullibility(SC:  15(×½), 
Cumulative(×5), +25%), No Signature(+20%), Control Spell(-10%), 20)

TRUST III
As Trust II, but the IT penalty is -5.
Affliction: 1(Range: No ½D, Increased ×2(+25%), Attribute Penalty: 

-5  IT(Cumulative(×5),  +250%),  Disadvantage:  Gullibility(SC:  15(×½), 
Cumulative(×5), +25%), No Signature(+20%), Control Spell(-10%), 20)



FIRE SCHOOL

FIREBOLT I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Projectile)
DURATION: Instant (2sec)
RANGE: 50 yards
Shoots a bolt of magical flame. It deals up to 1d 

burning damage to one target within range. You can take 
an Aim maneuver first to get a +3 bonus to hit(or +4 for 
two Aims, or +5 for three Aims). As magical flame, it can 
hit insubstantial targets, but armor is doubled against it. 
This particular spell causes the target to burn magically 
for  two  seconds,  dealing  the  same damage two  extra 
times.

You  can  also  "turn  down"  this  spell  to  light 
cigarettes or campfires, for use as a torch, etc.

Innate Attack: 1d burn(Cyclic: +2 @ 1sec(+200%), Range: No ½D, 
Reduced  ×½(+5%),  Armor  Divisor:  .5(-30%),  Variable(+5%),  Affects 
Insubstantial(+20%), Fire Spell(-10%), 10)

FIREBOLT II
Similar to Firebolt I, but deals up to 2d damage.
Same build, but twice the levels.

FIREBOLT III
Similar to Firebolt I, but deals up to 4d damage.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

FIREBLAST I [Reagent] [Area]
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Instant (2sec)
RANGE: up to 11 yards
Produces a blast of magical flame all around you, 

dealing up to 2d damage to all targets within range. As 
magical flame, it can hit insubstantial targets, but armor 
is  doubled  against  it.  This  particular  spell  causes  the 
target  to  burn  magically  for  two  seconds,  dealing  the 
same damage roll two extra times.

This powerful  spell  also consumes 2 FP and an 
imbued fire sigil with each casting.

Innate  Attack:  2d  burn(Area  Effect:  11yd  radius(+175%), 
Emanation(-20%),  Armor  Divisor:  .5(-30%),  Affects  Insubstantial(+20%), 
Cyclic: +2 @ 1sec(+200%), Variable(+5%), Trigger: Basic Reagent(Common, 
-20%), Fire Spell(-10%), 10)

FIREBLAST II [Reagent] [Area]
Similar to Fireblast I, but deals up to 4d damage.
Same build, but twice the levels.

FIREBLAST III [Reagent] [Area]
Similar to Fireblast I, but deals up to 8d damage.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

INFERNAL SUFFERING III [Reagent]
DURATION: Instant (25sec)
RANGE: 100 yards
Similar  to  Firebolt  I,  but  upgraded  into  a 

horrifically  devastating  spell.  Aiming  only  provides  a 

+1(or  +2  for  two  Aims,  or  +3  for  three  Aims).  It 
magically penetrates armor and other passive defenses, 
causes  the  target  to  burn  magically  for  a  whopping 
twenty-five  seconds(dealing  the  same  damage  twenty-
five extra times),  and its  fire can't  be extinguished by 
mortal means. This is also particularly painful, enough to 
incapacitate targets with Agony if they fail a HT roll. Also, 
it can make it easier for other spells to affect the target, 
by applying ten levels of Magic Susceptibility to the target 
if they fail a HT roll.

This powerful spell also consumes a link formula 
with each casting.

Innate  Attack:  1d  burn(Cosmic:  No  Passive  Defense(+300%), 
Cosmic: Lingering Attack(+100%), Cyclic: +25 @ 1sec(+2500%), Range: No 
½D(+15%),  Affects  Insubstantial(+20%),  Side  Effect:  Incapacitation: 
Agony(+150%),  Side  Effect:  Disadvantage:  Magic  Susceptibility:  10(+80%), 
Inaccurate: -2(-10%), Trigger: Basic Reagent(Rare, Dangerous(×1½), -60%), 
Fire Spell(-10%), 10)

ICE SCHOOL

ICE ARMOR (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Surrounds the caster in a thin shell of magical ice, 

giving them full protection with DR: 4. This is doubled 
against cold/ice attacks, and ineffective against heat/fire 
attacks. Also, the caster becomes bulky enough that they 
can't wear normal armor.

DR:  4(Force  Field(+20%),  Can't  Wear  Armor(-40%),  Optimized 
Defense: 1: Cold/Ice at the expense of Heat/Fire(-10%), Ice Spell(-10%), 10)

ICE ARMOR (SELF) II
Similar to Ice Armor (Self) I, but DR: 8.
Same build, but twice the levels.

ICE ARMOR (SELF) III
Similar to Ice Armor (Self) I, but DR: 16.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

ICE ARMOR I
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: 3d minutes
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
Similar to Ice Armor (Self) I, but on the willing 

target touched, and only DR: 2.
Same build, but half the levels, and with Affects Others: Buff(×2).

ICE ARMOR II
Similar to Ice Armor I, but DR: 4.
Same build, but twice the levels.

ICE ARMOR III
Similar to Ice Armor I, but DR: 8.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

ICE SHARDS I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Projectile)



DURATION: Instant
RANGE: 50 yards
This  spell  hurls  shards  of  magical  ice  at  the 

target,  dealing up to 1d+2 impaling damage. Impaling 
damage is doubled after armor, but the small shards of 
this spell don't deal blunt trauma. As magical ice, it can 
hit insubstantial targets. Aiming only provides a +1(or +2 
for two Aims, or +3 for three Aims).

Innate  Attack:  1d+2 impale(Range:  No ½D,  Reduced ×½(+5%), 
Variable(+5%), Affects Insubstantial(+20%), Inaccurate: -2(-10%), No Blunt 
Trauma(-20%), Ice Spell(-10%), 10)

ICE SHARDS II
As Ice Shards I, but dealing up to 2d+4 damage.
Same build, but twice the levels.

ICE SHARDS III
As Ice Shards I, but dealing up to 7d-2 damage.
Same build, but 6.4 levels.

ICE SPEAR I [Incantation] [Reagent]
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Projectile)
DURATION: Instant
RANGE: 100 yards
This spell hurls a thin spear of magical ice at the 

target, dealing up to 2d+1 small piercing damage with an 
armor divisor of 5. Small piercing damage is halved after 
armor,  and  if  stopped  completely  by  flexible  armor  it 
deals 1/10 blunt trauma instead. As magical ice, it can hit 
insubstantial targets. Aiming only provides a +1(or +2 for 
two Aims, or +3 for three Aims).

This spell  requires an incantation spoken in the 
magical language, and consumes an imbued ice sigil with 
each casting.

Innate  Attack:  2d+1  pi-(Range:  No  ½D(+15%),  Variable(+5%), 
Affects  Insubstantial(+20%),  Armor  Divisor:  5(+150%),  Nuisance  Effect: 
Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), Trigger: Basic Reagent(Common, -20%), 
Inaccurate: -2(-10%), Ice Spell(-10%), 10)

ICE SPEAR II
As Ice Spear I, but dealing up to 4d+2 damage.
Same build, but twice the levels.

ICE SPEAR III
As Ice Spear I, but dealing up to 9d damage.
Same build, but 9 levels.

ICE SWORD I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Shortsword
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Touch
Creates a stabbing sword of magical ice, powered 

by magic rather than the caster's own strength, dealing 
up to 2d impaling damage. Impaling damage is doubled 
after armor, and if stopped completely by flexible armor it 
deals 1/10 blunt trauma instead. If it gets out of range, it 
will vanish. This spell costs 1 FP to cast; in addition, each 
time you attack, you must spend 1 FP or the sword will 

shatter. Also, any attack against it that deals 4 damage 
will shatter it.

Innate Attack: 2d impale(Switchable(+10%), Variable(+5%), Melee 
Attack: C, 1(-20%), Breakable(DR: 3, SM: -3, Easy To Repair(×½), -15%), 
Costs FP: 1(-5%), Ice Spell(-10%), 10)

ICE SWORD II
As  Ice  Sword  I,  but  dealing  5d-2  impaling 

damage.
Same build, but 4.4 levels.

ICE SWORD III
As Ice Sword I, but dealing 9d impaling damage.
Same build, but 9 levels.

INFORMATION SCHOOL

DETECT MAGIC I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Instant
RANGE: Self
Lets  you make one astral  sense roll;  a  success 

tells you the direction and vague amount of magic in the 
field you were sensing, and lets you make an IT roll to 
tell  what  kind  of  magic  it  is(what  school, 
item/spell/natural, etc).

Detect: Occasional(Information Spell(-10%), 9)

DETECT MAGIC II
`
Detect: Occasional(Analyzing(+100%), Information Spell(-10%), 18)

DETECT [SCHOOL] I
This is actually `ten` separate spells; each is as 

Detect Magic II, but only with respect to one school of 
magic.

Detect: Rare(Analyzing(+100%), Information Spell(-10%), 9)

SERPENT SIGHT (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Augments the caster's vision with infrared.
Infravision(Information Spell(-10%), 9)

SERPENT SIGHT (SELF) II
As  Serpent  Sight  (Self)  I,  but  also  includes 

ultraviolet, and combines them nicely.
Hyperspectral Vision(Information Spell(-10%), 23)

SERPENT SIGHT II
TO-HIT: Automatic
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
As Serpent Sight (Self) I, but on the willing target 

touched.
Infravision(Information Spell(-10%), Affects Others: Buff(×2), 18)

SERPENT SIGHT III
TO-HIT: Automatic
RANGE: Touch



TARGET: Willing
As  Serpent  Sight  (Self)  II,  but  on  the  willing 

target touched.
Hyperspectral  Vision(Information  Spell(-10%),  Affects  Others: 

Buff(×2), 46)

METAL SCHOOL

LIGHTNING BOLT I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Beam)
DURATION: Instant
RANGE: 200 yards
Shoots a forked bolt of magical lightning. It deals 

up to 1d burning damage to one target within range, and 
stuns them(they roll vs HT to resist, at -1 per 2 damage), 
and surges them(frying  electronics).  If  you make your 
attack roll by 1, it hits twice, and if you make your attack 
roll by 2 or more, it hits three times. You can take an Aim 
maneuver first to get a +4 bonus to hit(or +5 for two 
Aims, or +6 for three Aims). As magical lightning, it can 
hit insubstantial targets, but is completely ineffective at 
penetrating metal armor.

Innate  Attack:  1d  burn(Rapid  Fire:  3(+50%),  Side  Effect: 
Stunning(+50%),  Surge(+20%),  Range:  No  ½D,  Increased  ×2(+25%), 
Accurate:  +1(+5%),  Variable(+5%),  Affects  Insubstantial(+20%),  Contact 
Agent(Only Vs Metal(-40%), -18%), Metal Spell(-10%), 5)

LIGHTNING BOLT II
Similar  to  Lightning  Bolt  I,  but  deals  up  to  2d 

damage.
Same build, but twice the levels.

LIGHTNING BOLT III
Similar  to  Lightning  Bolt  I,  but  deals  up  to  4d 

damage.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

MOVEMENT SCHOOL

AUGMENT PARRY (UNARMED) I
As Augment Parry II, but only applies to unarmed 

parries.
Enhanced  Parry:  Unarmed(Affects  Others:  Buff(×2),  Movement 

Spell(-10%), 9)

AUGMENT PARRY II
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
Gives the target a +1 bonus to parry.
Enhanced  Parry:  All(Affects  Others:  Buff(×2),  Movement  Spell(-

10%), 18)

AUGMENT PARRY III
As Augment Parry II, but the bonus is +2.
Same build, but twice the levels.

AUGMENT PARRY (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained

RANGE: Self
Gives the caster a +1 bonus to parry.
Enhanced Parry: All(Movement Spell(-10%), 9)

AUGMENT PARRY (SELF) II
As Augment Parry (Self) I, but the bonus is +2.
Same build, but twice the levels.

AUGMENT PARRY (SELF) III
As Augment Parry (Self) I, but the bonus is +4.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

WINGS OF LIGHT (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Will
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Conjures  wings  of  softly-glowing  magic  behind 

the caster's shoulders, allowing them to fly. Their flight 
move is twice their basic speed, and they must move at 
least a quarter of this in order to stay aloft. The magical 
wings can be damaged, however.

This  spell  costs  4  FP  to  cast,  and  2  FP  to 
maintain.

Flight(Winged(-25%), Can't  Hover(-15%),  Requires  Will  Roll(-5%), 
Costs FP: 4, 2 to maintain(-20%), Movement Spell(-10%), 10)

WINGS OF LIGHT (SELF) II
TO-HIT: Automatic
As  Wings  Of  Light  (Self)  I,  but  reliable  and 

without any FP cost.
Flight(Winged(-25%),  Can't  Hover(-15%),  Movement  Spell(-10%), 

20)

WINGS OF LIGHT (HOVERING) (SELF) II
As  Wings  Of  Light  (Self)  I,  but  the  wings  are 

shaped like those of a dragonfly, the caster can hover or 
fly slowly if they wish, and the FP cost is reduced to 2 to 
cast, 1 to maintain.

Flight(Winged(-25%),  Requires  Will  Roll(-5%),  Costs  FP:  2,  1  to 
maintain(-10%), Movement Spell(-10%), 20)

LEVITATE SELF III
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Allows  the  caster  to  fly  freely  without  visible 

support, with a flight move of twice their basic speed.
Flight(Low Signature(+10%), Movement Spell(-10%), 40)

TRANSFORM SCHOOL

BARKSKIN I [Incantation]
CAST TIME: Action
TO-CAST: Will
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: 3d minutes
RANGE: Touch
TARGET: Willing
As Barkskin (Self) I, but on the target touched, 



requiring a Will roll to cast, and only providing DR: 5.
Affliction: 1(Advantage: DR: 5(Can't  Wear Armor(-40%), Flexible(-

20%), +100%), Melee Attack: C, 1, No Parry(-25%), Requires Will Roll(-5%), 
Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), Transform Spell(-10%), 
10)

BARKSKIN II [Incantation]
As Barkskin I, but providing DR: 10.
Same build, but twice the levels.

BARKSKIN III [Incantation]
As Barkskin I, but providing DR: 20.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

BARKSKIN (SELF) I [Incantation]
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Produces  a  layer  of  natural  armor  over  the 

caster's body(except the eyes), giving them DR: 10. This 
is  flexible  armor(and  therefore  vulnerable  to  blunt 
trauma).  Also,  the  caster  becomes  bulky  enough  that 
they can't wear normal armor.

This spell  requires an incantation spoken in the 
magical language.

DR: 10(Can't  Wear Armor(-40%), Flexible(-20%), Nuisance Effect: 
Requires Spoken Incantation(-10%), Transform Spell(-10%), 10)

BARKSKIN (SELF) II [Incantation]
As Barkskin (Self) I, but providing DR: 20.
Same build, but twice the levels.

BARKSKIN (SELF) III [Incantation]
As Barkskin (Self) I, but providing DR: 40.
Same build, but quadruple the levels.

GENDERBEND I
TO-CAST: Will (resisted by Will)
TO-HIT: Brawling
DURATION: Permanent
RANGE: Touch
As Genderbend II, but `.
???

GENDERBEND II
TO-CAST: Will (resisted by Will)
TO-HIT: Brawling
RANGE: Touch
As Genderbend (Self) I, but affects any target you 

touch.
Same build, but with Affects Others: Debuff(×2).

GENDERBEND III
TO-CAST: Will (resisted by Will)
TO-HIT: Innate Attack(Beam)
RANGE: 50 yards
As Genderbend II, but ranged - a spiralling green 

ray lashes out from the caster's hand to affect the target.
???

GENDERBEND (SELF) I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Permanent
RANGE: Self
Alters  the  caster's  sex;  in  addition  to  simply 

turning themself  male or  female,  they can take on an 
androgynous  "neuter"  form,  a  fully  functional 
hermaphroditic form, or even forms with mix-and-match 
traits. This spell has no effect on pregnancy - a pregnant 
female turned male will be a pregnant male. As a side 
effect, it cures hangovers.

Hermaphromorph(Reduced  Time:  4(+80%),  Also  Mixed 
Forms(+20%), Transform Spell(-10%), 9), Perk: No Hangover(1)

SHADOW I
CAST TIME: Action
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: up to 8 yards
Dims light within range around you, imposing a -3 

darkness penalty. (This shadow volume is rather obvious, 
and is at +3 to be seen.)

This  spell  consumes 2 FP to cast,  and 1 FP to 
sustain.

Obscure: 3(Increased Area: 2(+100%), Costs FP: 2, 1 to maintain(-
10%), Transform Spell(-10%), 10)

SHADOW II
As Shadow I, but the modifiers are -6 and +6.
Obscure: 6(Increased Area: 2(+100%), Costs FP: 2, 1 to maintain(-

10%), Transform Spell(-10%), 20)

SHADOW III
RANGE: up to 11 yards
As Shadow I, but there is no FP cost, the range is 

increased, it completely eliminates light within range, and 
it's totally obvious as a sphere of profound blackness.

Obscure: 10(Increased Area: 2½(+125%), Transform Spell(-10%), 
41)

SHADOW (SMALL) I
RANGE: up to 2 yards
As  Shadow  I,  but  there  is  no  FP  cost,  the 

modifiers are -5 and +5, and the range is reduced.
Obscure: 5(Transform Spell(-10%), 9)

SHADOW (SMALL) II
As Shadow (Small) I, but it completely eliminates 

light within range, and is totally obvious as a sphere of 
profound blackness.

Obscure: 10(Transform Spell(-10%), 18)

WIZARD'S TENTACLE I
CAST TIME: Action
TO-HIT: Automatic
DURATION: Sustained
RANGE: Self
Shapes a single tentacle from the caster's body. 

The  tentacle  has  half  the  user's  strength,  but  is 



prehensile.
Extra  Arm(Switchable(+10%),  Extra-Flexible(+50%),  Weak:  ½(-

25%), Transform Spell(-10%), 10)

WIZARD'S TENTACLE II
As Wizard's Tentacle I, except that it shapes up to 

two tentacles.

Same build, but two of them.

WIZARD'S TENTACLE III
As Wizard's Tentacle I, except that it shapes up to 

four tentacles.
Same build, but four of them.

SPIRITS
HOMUNCULUS(0)
A minor spirit, formulae readily available at magic shops for 10ð, that looks like a biological creature. It's about  

a foot tall, and this one looks human. Each formula covers a different set of skills; you can design your own in an  
hour.

SM: -4(0), ST: 2(-80), IQ: 11(20), DX: 12(40), HT: 10(0)
Conjured Servant(20), Basic Life Functions Are Body Magic(-12)
6 IQ-based skills at 1-point level(6), 6 DX-based skills at 1-point level(6)

HUNCHBACKED ASSISTANT(25)
Somewhat traditional, and available at magic shops for 250ð, this looks like a hunchbacked human. He's a bit  

crippled, but not stupid, and some tasks just need an extra pair of hands.
SM: -1(0), ST: 9(-10), IQ: 12(40), DX: 10(0), HT: 10(0)
Conjured Servant(20), Bad Back(-25), Hunchback(-10), Basic Life Functions Are Body Magic(-12)
10 IQ-based skills at 1-point level(10)

POWER AIDE(175)
These pricey spirits(1 750ð in those magic shops that carry them) accompany summoners with no real work to  

do that day. With the body of Isis(males with the body of Adonis are also available), they're very presentable.
SM: ±0(0), ST: 11(10), IQ: 12(40), DX: 12(40), HT: 11(10)
Conjured Servant(20), Appearance: Beautiful(12), Very Fit(15), Basic Life Functions Are Body Magic(-12)
10 IQ-based skills at 2-point level(20), 10 DX-based skills at 2-point level(20)

NYMPH(203)
There is a point where the pursuit of the presentable becomes tacky. This is that point. While you may be able 

to find a formula for sale, summoning this sort of spirit is usually done in private… or for startlingly unsavory reasons.
SM: ±0(0), ST: 9(-10), IQ: 12(40), DX: 12(40), HT: 12(20)
Conjured Servant(20), Appearance: Transcendent(Universal(+25%), 25), Charisma: +5(25), Very Fit(15), Basic Life Functions Are Body Magic(-12)
10 IQ-based skills at 2-point level(20), 10 DX-based skills at 2-point level(20)

SHADOW SNOOP(35)
These spirits aren't available due to their unwholesome skills, but they don't take long to formulate. They can't  

stand sunlight, though.
SM: -3(0), ST: 3(-70), IQ: 12(40), DX: 11(20), HT: 9(-10)
Conjured  Servant(20),  Appearance:  Monstrous(-20),  Social  Stigma:  Monster(-15),  Flight(40),  Weakness:  1d/min,  Sunlight(Very  Common,  -60),  

Invisibility(Switchable(+10%), 44), Silence: +4(20), Basic Life Functions Are Transform Magic(-12)
Observation(IQ/A): IQ+1= 13(4), Search(IQ/A): IQ+1= 13(4), Shadowing(IQ/A): IQ+1= 13(4), Stealth(DX/A): DX+2= 13(8), Tracking(IQ/A): IQ+1= 

13(4),  Area  Knowledge/<any  one>(IQ/E):  IQ=  11(1),  Brawling(DX/E):  DX=  11(1),  Escape(DX/H):  DX=  11(4),  Lockpicking/TL3(DX/A):  DX=  11(2),  
Pickpocket(DX/H): DX= 11(4), 4 skills at 1-point level(4)

ELEMENTALS

ACID ELEMENTAL(277)
Requiring more than a month's work to formulate, these spirits' formulae are not for sale; sale is prohibited in  

any civilized area, and anyone who sees you with an acid elemental will assume you're up to no good. However,  
they're pretty useful if you are, in fact, up to no good. Tip: reducing a corpse to [-10 × HP] HP with acid damage 
converts it entirely into noxious fumes.

SM: +1(0), ST: 15(Size(-10%), 45), IQ: 7(-60), DX: 12(40), HT: 10(0)
Conjured  Servant(20),  Body  Of  Water(175),  Innate  Attack:  2d  corrosion(Always  On(-40%),  Aura(+80%),  Melee  Attack:  C(-30%),  Cyclic:  10  @ 

1sec(+1000%), 71), Appearance: Monstrous(-20), Social Stigma: Monster(-15), Long Talons(11), Basic Life Functions Are Acid Magic(-12)
Brawling(DX/E): DX+3= 15(8), 2 DX-based skills at 4-point level(8), 3 DX-based skills at 2-point level(6)

BLADE ELEMENTAL(206)
Requiring almost a month's work to formulate, these are viewed roughly the same as acid elementals, but 

aren't as powerful.
SM: +1(0), ST: 15(Size(-10%), 45), IQ: 7(-60), DX: 12(40), HT: 10(0)
Conjured Servant(20), Body Of Metal(175), Appearance: Monstrous(-20), Social Stigma: Monster(-15), Long Talons(11), Basic Life Functions Are Metal  



Magic(-12)
Brawling(DX/E): DX+3= 15(8), 2 DX-based skills at 4-point level(8), 3 DX-based skills at 2-point level(6)

FIRE ELEMENTAL()

ICE ELEMENTAL(130)
Requiring half a month's work to formulate, these spirits are viewed roughly the same as acid elementals, but  

aren't as powerful.
SM: +1(0), ST: 15(Size(-10%), 45), IQ: 7(-60), DX: 12(40), HT: 10(0)
Conjured Servant(20), Body Of Ice(99), Appearance: Monstrous(-20), Social Stigma: Monster(-15), Long Talons(11), Basic Life Functions Are Ice Magic(-

12)
Brawling(DX/E): DX+3= 15(8), 2 DX-based skills at 4-point level(8), 3 DX-based skills at 2-point level(6)

MAGIC ITEMS

SUBSTRATES

Within the constraints of size, a weaker substrate can actually hold more magic. However, destruction of the 
substrate also causes the magic to dissipate. An undestroyed substrate can be repaired.

In game terms, all substrates are -80% limitations, mostly from gadget lims.

Magic items tend to develop a "personality" within a fairly short timeframe, and find their way out of their  
current owner's hands and on to bigger and better things… So the process of fortunebinding was developed, investing 
part of the individual's ba(part of their soul) in the item, to bind its fortunes to theirs. However, do not fortunebind 
lightly, for it's still not certain, and destruction of the item will destroy that sliver of your ba as well.

In game terms, an unbound item can easily find its way out of your hands by act of plot; it has zero script  
immunity. Fortunebinding costs 1 character point per item level, and the item is protected from acts of plot(though it  
can still get stolen via negligence). It's not protected from damage, however, and character points invested are lost if  
the item is destroyed or stolen.

STAFF

A bar of steel 6'  long and 2" in diameter, usually engraved. DR: 44, HP: 88. At this size, weakening the  
substrate doesn't help.

Breakable(DR/HP: 44/88(-0), Size: ±0(-25), -25%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%)

WAND

A bar of steel 2' long and ½" in diameter. DR: 11, HP: 22.
Breakable(DR/HP: 11/22(-10), Size: -3(-15), -25%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%)

A wand 2" in diameter has the same stats as a staff, but requires an incantation.
Breakable(DR/HP: 44/88(-0), Size: -3(-15), -15%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%), Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-

10%)

SIGIL

A round plate 5" in diameter, with sigils engraved on the front in the magical language. DR: 1, HP: 23.
Breakable(DR/HP: 2/18(-20), Size: -7(-5), -25%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%)

A similar plate of ¼" steel has DR: 14, HP: 38, but requires an incantation.
Breakable(DR/HP: 14/38(-10), Size: -7(-5), -15%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%), Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-

10%)

A similar plate of ½" steel has DR: 28, HP: 47, but requires an incantation, and costs 2 FP to cast(and 1 FP to  
sustain, if it's sustained).

Breakable(DR/HP: 28/47(-0), Size: -7(-5), -5%), Can Be Stolen: Contest Of ST(-30%), Unique(-25%), Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-
10%), Costs FP: 2, 1 to maintain(-10%)

FOB

Usually kept in a pocket, a fob is a thumbnail-sized object with the enchantment's sigil engraved into it. Even a  
wooden fob(DR: 4, HP: 36) requires an incantation and consumes 2 FP to cast(1 to sustain).

Breakable(DR/HP:  4/36(-15),  Size:  -9(-0),  -15%),  Can  Be  Stolen:  Stealth  Or  Trickery(-20%),  Unique(-25%),  Nuisance  Effect:  Requires  Spoken 
Incantation(-10%), Costs FP: 2, 1 to maintain(-10%)

A metal fob(DR: 20, HP: 43) requires an incantation and consumes 4 FP to cast(2 to sustain).



Breakable(DR/HP:  20/43(-5),  Size:  -9(-0),  -5%),  Can  Be  Stolen:  Stealth  Or  Trickery(-20%),  Unique(-25%),  Nuisance  Effect:  Requires  Spoken 
Incantation(-10%), Costs FP: 4, 2 to maintain(-20%)

CLOTHING

An outfit(or suit of armor up to DR: 2) can be enchanted without extra requirement.
Breakable(DR: 2(-20), Size: ±0(-25), -45%), Can Be Stolen: Forcibly Removed(-10%), Unique(-25%)

A suit of armor up to DR: 15 can be enchanted, but will require an incantation to activate.
Breakable(DR: 15(-10), Size: ±0(-25), -35%), Can Be Stolen: Forcibly Removed(-10%), Unique(-25%), Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-

10%)

Tougher armor can be enchanted, but will require an incantation and consume 2 FP to cast(1 to sustain).
Breakable(high DR(-0), Size: ±0(-25), -25%), Can Be Stolen: Forcibly Removed(-10%), Unique(-25%), Nuisance Effect: Requires Spoken Incantation(-

10%), Costs FP: 2, 1 to maintain(-10%)

ENCHANTMENTS

FIRE [I per level]
This basic  fire enchantment launches a ballistic  projectile that deals  1d burn damage per level.  It  has a  

maximum range of 100 yards, damage is halved outside of 10 yards, and aiming gives +3(or +4 or +5).

Staff Of Napalm?

SPECIFIC ITEMS

PO-SHAN STAFF VII
`
Flight(Substrate(-80%), 8)

TONGS OF THE GNOMISH DEATHGRIP XIV
Brought to this world by the Howpen, these metal tongs(same stats as a ½"-diameter wand) are used to  

magically torque the target's lifeline - if they fail a roll vs HT, they fall unconscious, unwakeable and dying.
Affliction: 1(Heart Attack(+300%), Cosmic: No Passive Defense(+300%), Substrate(-80%), 14)


